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perity' strikes during the decade which followed it. If we com-
bine the price and wage movements together in order to find the
movement of'real' wages (i.e. of wages in terms of what money
would buy), we may calculate that as between 1860 and 1900
they had improved about 77 per cent. Roughly a quarter of this
forty-year progress was made in the last ten years. Comparing
1860 and 1890 the improvement in ereal9 wages at the latter date
works out at about 57-5 per cent.
The position disclosed in regard to the country's chief indus-
tries and markets was by no means so favourable. Whereas in
the mid-Victorian period Great Britain's exports had consisted
chiefly of manufactured articles, the sales of her leading lines in
these were now stationary or falling off; largely in consequence
of the hostile tariffs which protectionist policy was deliberately
setting up against her in one country after another. Baffled
thus she was paying her way by greatly increased exports of
machinery (which would subsequently enable the foreigner to do
without her manufactures), of ships (which would enable him to
do without her shipping), and of coal (i.e. of an irreplaceable
natural asset, yielding her far greater economic advantage if
used for her own steamers, blast-furnaces, and factories than
when shipped in a crude state to run those of other nations).
Plainly such were makeshifts, and no permanent programme
for a cworkshop of the world'.
The accompanying table1 reveals the situation.
Value of certain principal classes of British Exports
(In thousand £)


To All Countries 
To Ten Principal
Protected Countries 


1880 
1900 
1880 
igoo 
Cotton Goods     .
Woollen and Worsted  .
Linen         .        .
Iron, Steel, and other Metals
Machinery and Mill Work
Coal, Coke, &c. . 
75^64
21,488
6,814
32,000
9,264
8,373 
69,75*
21,806
6,159
37*638
19,620
38,620 
15,990
13*526
4*895
17,626
5,797
4,822 
13,840
"*475
4*052
15*171
10,892
23*349 
Here we see, legible enough, the early effects of rising foreign
1 Based on pp. 23-4 of the Fiscal Blue Book (Cd. 1761 of 1903). Figures for
exported ships and boats are not available; they were only brought into the returns
from the year 1899, in which they already stood at the high level of £9,897,000.

